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Hello 2018...

INTRO BY: Gareth Robertson

Happy New Year! Is it too late to be wishing people that? In my mind, it is still New Year until the end of February so I’m going to run with it! As we enter 2018, it is a great time to look
ahead and plan our design and marketing for the next 12 months. What are your business goals for this year? What are you planning to introduce into your business in terms of new product or
service? And how are you planning to tell everyone about it?! Here at Design Pit, we have extended our service offering to include some new and exciting media that can really enhance our client’s
identities and brands. Our main aim in 2018 is to launch these new offerings to our existing client base first and foremost. We plan to use social media to appeal to a wider audience and raise
awareness of our new service list and grow our business at a steady organic rate. Working with a single source for design and creative media is a great way of ensuring that your identity is coherent
and consistently applied across all of your marketing platforms.
For now, have a think about your New Year business resolutions and take some inspiration from this edition of Pit Stop! Check our top tips below and drop us a line with your new plans for 2018!
Contact email: gareth@designpit.co.uk

INTRODUCTION BY: Gareth Robertson

Remember,
in 2018 to always:

Always work
with professionals

award winning creative agency
delivering memorable
business communications and
heightened brand credibility

Think about your design
and marketing in 2018...

How consistent and coherent
are your messages?

your brand is a vital asset,

How could you improve

don’t neglect it, nuture it...

your identity and brand?

Design creates Culture
Culture shapes Values
Values determine the Future
Design, identity, brand, culture
and values are all interlinked.
All have an affect on your
business and the future that
lies ahead
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Social Media Pilot Project
proving a hit for Cousins!

Using technology to make
the world a better place...

Social Media is a worldwide phenomenon that has gripped billions of people and
businesses as a major communication tool. Whether you love it or hate it, Social Media is
here to stay and businesses are harnessing the power of Twitter, Facebook and Instagram to
connect with clients and enhance their brand online. Tamworth based Pizza and Kebab shop
Cousins approached us in late 2017 and took up one of our pilot projects for our new Social
Media service. We are running a 3 month micro campaign with set targets and goals that will
build the audience, generate new testimonials and extend the reach as they open a new shop.
The pilot comes to and end in late February and we look forward to publishing results and
statistics then. Head over to facebook.com/cousins-pizza-kebab now and give them a Like?!

We are proud to be closely associated with web development company Haywyre.
We have worked with the Haywyre team as an outsourced design partner for ongoing project
work that they lead. The working relationship has been fantastic as we provide the creative
spark to finish off some of the high end digital websites and software interfaces that they
develop. When it comes to coding, there is nothing that Haywyre can’t deal with but when it
comes to creative input, they recognise that they need some assistance. We were introduced
by a mutual contact as a potential strategic design partner and to date, we have worked on
several interesting projects with Haywyre; the relationship goes from strength to strength with
Creative Director Gareth attending briefing meetings with Haywyre clients directly in recent
weeks. More news to follow on this in future issues of Pit Stop.

SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT: Sarah Richards
PHOTOGRAPHY ELEMENTS: Gareth Robertson

DESIGNS BY: Mary Hemingway
DESIGNS BY: Dan Hollyoake

Why we do what we do…
We love learning about new industries, new technologies
and new ventures.
We feed off the passion that people have for what they do
and apply our own skills to showcase their talent in the best
possible light.
We love helping people to build their business through
strategic design and communication; sharing in their
success as they grow and developing solutions to marketing
conundrums along the way.
As designers, every day looks different, a new set of
challenges, a new type of media, a new message to develop.

Good design is good business

We love...
Learning
Working with talented people
Helping people
Communication
Solving problems

BNI Elite meets weekly at Moor Hall Hotel in Sutton Coldfield. Elite is one of the top performing BNI
Chapters in the Birmingham & Coventry region, turning over in excess of £1 million in the past 12 months.
Design Pit is proud to have been a member here for the last 3 years.
Please email gareth@designpit.co.uk to check the seat availability, suitability of your business and request a visit at one
of the region’s best value BNI Chapters.
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ASSET ILLUSTRATION & ANIMATION BY: Dan Hollyoake
STORYBOARDING BY: Gareth Robertson & Dan Hollyoake
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On-Logistics are a Midland based logistics company that operate in a wide variety of areas and provide services to a vast range of industry sectors. They have a one-stop-shop
fulfilment and e-Commerce service that they approached us to help them promote as they relaunch their offering in line with a new website that were busy developing.
On-Logistics Managing Director Nick Bennett said, “Attracting and retaining online customers is not just about the products, it’s also very much about the level of service they receive
and crucial to that is order fulfilment. Our aim is to ensure that your internet customers receive exactly the products they ordered, within the promised delivery date and in a perfectly
packed, undamaged state. It’s a service that can give you a five-star reputation. We are specialists in e-Commerce fulfilment and can offer the full range of facilities, from a simple
delivery service to a complete fulfilment system including integrated IT.
Our capabilities and resources extend across the UK, into Europe and beyond. So whether you work from home with a shop on ebay or are a large retailer with a multi-channel
business, we can supply all the services you need, at a price that may well allow you to benefit from larger profit margins”.

Nick and business development manager KJ Cook met with
us to discuss the possibility of creating an animated video to
demonstrate the ease of working with On-Logistics in the field
of fulfilment.
They wanted to plot the course of the customer experience
from initial meeting, the development of the relationship and
show how customers use the fulfilment service more as their
own business grows and scales up.
We took all of this on board and started to piece together a
storyboard focused around a new customer (Dave) starting
out with On-Logistics as his fulfilment partner. The animation
takes us through the journey of Dave and how he scales up
using the enhanced levels of service available.
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After finalising the storyboard, we made a start on asset
design and development. The emphasis here was to keep
things simple.
Static imagery can be made to be as complex
as you like but when it comes to moving imagery,
the simplicity of the styling makes the motion a lot more
straightforward to animate.

We use cutting edge software packages to create the
assets, Adobe Illustrator is an industry leading vector
based programme that allows for imagery to be created
using a series of points and lines.

Once the assets exist, they can be imported into Adobe
AfterEffects, and this is where the magic of motion
happens! Here our animation specialist can apply rigs to
the imagery to make the movements happen.

These points and lines can then be made into shapes and
rendered with colours; kind of like
digital painting!

It is a complex process that takes time to execute and get right
on the eye. But once it is all done, the results are fantastic!
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5 Benefits of Creative
Communications
and Design...
Builds Positive Culture & Strengthens Brand
Genuine business credibility in the eyes of clients, prospects and within your own team is
absolutely vital. Your company identity directly affects your culture. Great design will develop
this, but poor design will dilute and destroy it. Establishing a positive culture in and around
your business will draw people in, strengthen your brand positioning and people will buy from
you. Design it right, from the ground up.

Cutting Through the Noise in Busy Lives
Every waking hour we’re inundated with information. Our attention spans are shorter than
ever because we have so much noise in our lives. Capturing the attention of prospects is
getting harder than ever. You must utilise different media to engage and stand out in the
loudness that fills our world day to day. Say the right thing, at the right time to be seen, be
heard and be remembered… Design it right, they will listen.

Increases Turnover and Builds Profits
Design, communications and marketing is an investment not a cost. In a recent study by the
Design Council, they found that for every £100 invested in high quality design, turnover is
increased by £225. Wise investment in great design and communications will pay itself back.
Design it right, see the return.

A Wider Net for a Bigger Catch
Prospects and clients can be found in far flung corners of the world. But some media won’t
reach them, won’t appeal to them or simply won’t be understood by them. Developing a clear,
concise and coherent set of messages, an appealing tone of voice that can be delivered across
multiple media channels means that you will cast your net wider. Design it right, make a big
catch.

Keep Clients Engaged; and Spending
With a considered approach you will find that marketing does not stop once a deal is closed.
Once you’ve successfully won over a new client, you must then work twice as hard to keep
them on side and ready to spend with you. Your messages should now evolve with regular
communications to build a lasting business relationships. Design it right, build relationships.

write
pit stop magazine
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How we work;
and why our
clients like it…
We engage clients
throughout the design
process
We ask questions and
challenge opinions
We push ideas further to
achieve the best result
We avoid over complicating
things and marketing
buzzwords
We apply creativity with a
realistic approach
As designers, it is important to question the obvious and
explore ideas in great depth.
Understanding the question in the brief is the only way to
answer it correctly.
We don’t just do what we are told, we ask questions that start
with words like why, who and what.
When we discover a design solution, we strip back the clutter
and only use what we need to get the message across.
We won’t baffle clients with jargon either, we’ll just say it as it is;
and if something isn’t quite right or isn’t working then we’ll say
so and provide an alternative route to a solution.

Why do our clients like our approach?
A key factor is that all of our clients are involved, engaged and included in key design decisions along the way. If they want to pop in and talk things
through, they’re more than welcome or if they need to do things quickly and communicate on email, no worries. We are as flexible as we can be to help projects run
as smoothly as possible. Design Pit is a small agency and we pride ourselves on working with our clients rather than for them. We consider ourselves as part of the
client’s team and we find that they like that! If we’re not happy with something, then we don’t present it until we’ve addressed the issue; our clients only ever see our
very best work.
In the coming weeks, we plan to shoot some video testimonials and have them ready to show Pit Stop readers in issue 7 which will be published and released in April
2018. Watch this space for more on that; and if you’d like to be included on our video testimonial roster, please get in touch!

SCAN HERE TO WATCH OUR AWESOME
ANIMATED INTRODUCER VIDEO:
OR GO TO THIS LINK: youtu.be/FwQyvGuqZ_A
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Solving an Identity Crisis!
When John Cooper from Cooper Cooper Creative approached us with a brief for an identity project, we soon realised
that he had an identity crisis. John’s fledgling business was a photography, video and drone based company aimed at
producing content for online platforms, websites and social media. But somehow, the name “Cooper Cooper Creative”
just wasn’t working...
John has a creative business and there is no denying that, but the area in which he operates can be firmly placed in the “Media”
section of the Creative industry. After some discussions, we realised that the name Cooper Cooper Creative was more suitable for
a design company like Design Pit; and the word “Creative” was the main culprit for this. As quickly as you’ve read this short article,
we settled on a tweak to his company name that completely redfined and re-established the positioning of his brand...
Cooper Cooper Media was born. And now all we had to do was design the new logo and business cards so John could make a
start in getting the name out there. We designed the logo basing the typography on a simple circle shape for all of the letters, so
the whole name was made from bespoke letters rather than starting from a font. We then incorporated simple lens graphics into
the letterforms to demonstrate the static and moving image services that is on offer; the emphasis was on simplicity and stripping
back anything that we didn’t need. The end result is a clean and simple logo that quickly paints a picture as to what Cooper
Cooper Media does. During February, we’ll be working with Cooper Cooper Media again. This time, Design Pit will be under the
microscope as John will be putting his skills to the test as we start to paint a picture and tell the story of Design Pit in a short video.
More on this to come in the next issue of Pit Stop...

CONCEPTS BY: Gareth Robertson
ARTWORK BY: Mary Hemingway

Farewell & Goodbye...

Can WE help YOU?...

At the end of February, we will be bidding farewell to one of our designers. Mary
Hemingway has been with us for just under 2 years and has decided that it is time for a
fresh challenge.

At the start of this issue of Pit Stop, Creative Director Gareth urged you to think about
New Year Resolutions and what your plans are for your business in 2018.

Mary came to us from an in-house position
at Burton and South Derbyshire College
in July 2016 and settled into the studio,
working closely with Dan Hollyoake in
particular.
She is moving on and hasn’t quite decided
on her next move; which could be to set up
as a freelance designer or to seek a new
role in-house somewhere.
There will be no immediate replacement
for Mary as Creative Director Gareth
Robertson will be stepping back into the
studio to take on Mary’s workload.
As a company, we all wish Mary well for
the future whatever it may hold.

You may have plans in place to grow, to expand or to take on more staff. There may be no
need to grow, it could be that you are consolidating this year and have different plans for next
year or the year beyond. With all of this in mind, at some point along the way there will be a
requirement for input from a company like us.
How can WE help YOU this year?
No matter what your message may be, whoever you are trying to target, we are on hand to
assist with your design, communications and ongoing customer campaigns. Think about
what your message and how we could help you say it - with our extended service offering,
there are so many ways that Design Pit can add some creative flair to your marketing and
communications now.
We are a very unique proposition...
Animation, photography, design in print, design on the web, packaging, social media,
illustration, large format graphics and identity and brand development. How are you talking
to clients and prospects now? How should you be talking to them? Why not book a call with
Gareth and discuss the forward plans and journey for your business this year?
Just email: gareth@designpit.co.uk today and see how DESIGN PIT can help YOU!

SCAN HERE FOR HIGHLIGHTS FROM
OUR CHARITY GALA DINNER LAST YEAR:
OR GO TO THIS LINK: youtu.be/1C5tt7gGTN4
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